Novelty Detection in image recognition using IRF Neural Networks properties
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Abstract. Image Receptive Fields Neural Network (IRF-NN) is a variant of feedforward multi-layer perceptrons adapted to image recognition. It shows very fast training as well as robust and accurate results on supervised classification tasks. This paper presents another property of IRF-NN: responses of trained networks can be analysed to detect unknown images. Several discriminative and efficient novelty criteria are introduced and tested successfully on the ALOI image dataset. A combination of novelty detection and object recognition is illustrated with a robust, pose invariant application of multi-object localization in various backgrounds.

1 Introduction

Novelty detection is an important addition to supervised classification algorithms. A trained classifier should be able to distinguish an unknown input for which an attempt at classification would not be pertinent. We recently introduced an efficient method for image recognition and classification, named Image Receptive Fields Neural Network (IRF-NN) [1]. In this article, we show that basic measures on the neural output allow the detection of unknown images, without any alteration of the training algorithm.

Artificial Neural Networks have been widely used in the machine learning field and have yielded a high number of applications in pattern recognition, from handwriting [2] to object and face recognition [3]. Recently, a new approach of neural networks known as reservoir computing [4] brought a regain of interest in the field, solving efficiently otherwise difficult tasks such as dynamic system identification. A similar technique was recently introduced in feedforward networks as Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [5]. The innovation relies on a constant hidden layer, with numerous stochastically initialized neurons. The adaptation is only applied on the output layer and can be expressed as a linear regression, thus speeding up and simplifying the training process considerably.

IRF-NN is an adaptation of this approach for images and introduces a new interpretation of the hidden layer. The input layer weights are not independent but rather computed as Gaussian functions with randomly initialized parameters. Such neurons can be compared to biological receptive fields with local and relatively specific responses. The network can therefore use images without prior feature extraction. The adaptation of the output is handled by a supervised training on a set of examples. IRF-NN shows very high performance for image classification.
We focus in this paper on an additional property of this algorithm. The output of the neural network for an image can be used not only to classify it but also to detect its novelty. We propose and evaluate a few statistical detection criteria, based on a basic analysis of the output vector.

The rest of the article is as follows: part 2 describes the IRF-NN and shows some interesting results on three known image datasets. In part 3, several criteria for novelty detection are proposed, discussed and tested. The last part presents an application of novelty detection in object localization.

2 Image Receptive Fields Neural Network

The proposed neural structure presented in figure 1 is a classic multilayer perceptron (MLP) [6] with one hidden layer.

The neuron activation vector $\mathbf{H}$ is computed by taking the dot product of the raw image $\mathbf{I}$ with weight vectors $\mathbf{g}_i$, designed as regular functions of the image space. As shown in figure 1, each vector $\mathbf{g}_i$ is defined as bidimensional Gaussian fields with random parameters such as position and standard deviation. The colour is selected with random amplitude $\alpha_c$ for each RGB component. A sigmoid output function ensures that neurons have non-linear responses. For a neuron $i$, with $x,y$ the coordinates of the pixels of the image, the activation is:

$$H_i = \sum_c \sum_{x,y} \alpha_c I_c(x,y) g_i(x,y)$$

The non-linearity combined with the Gaussian structure of the weights results in neurons that are very selective to stimuli, similarly to receptive fields in biology. Every set of images can be accurately represented due to the random initializations and a very high number of neurons.

The training of the weights $\mathbf{W}$ is computed without recurrence, using a linear regression such as $\mathbf{W} = \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{H}^+ \cdot \mathbf{I}$, with $\mathbf{S}$ the desired outputs and $\mathbf{H}^+$ the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the neuron activation $\mathbf{H}$ of the training set. $\mathbf{S}$ is set with a 1-of-n encoding in classification applications. The class response $\mathbf{R}$ is obtained by taking the maximum neural output such as: $\mathbf{R}(\mathbf{I}) = \text{argmax}(\mathbf{S}) = \text{argmax} (\mathbf{W} \cdot \mathbf{H}(\mathbf{I}))$. 

Figure 1 : Structure of the neural network
The neural network described above can be used to solve a supervised classification task from an image example set. The images are not pre-processed, and no feature extraction is needed. The algorithm has the advantage of a very fast training compared to other algorithms, with few and easily determined parameters.

We tested our algorithm on several image datasets. MNIST is composed of images of isolated handwritten digits. ALOI-1000 and COIL-100 are composed of various objects captured under different angles of view. The classification results are presented in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Training Images</th>
<th>Neurons</th>
<th>Test Images</th>
<th>Classification Rate</th>
<th>State of Art Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MNIST</td>
<td>60000</td>
<td>7500</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>98.6 %</td>
<td>99.8 % [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALOI-1000</td>
<td>18000</td>
<td>9000</td>
<td>54000</td>
<td>99.8 %</td>
<td>89.6 % [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COIL-100</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>5400</td>
<td>99.4 %</td>
<td>99.9 % [9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Classification results on three datasets

The algorithm shows very good performance in all classification tasks and excellent generalization skills for angle-of-view datasets like ALOI and COIL, with many classes and few training images. Also, training time for ALOI is only 20 minutes, compared to 200 minutes in [8].

3 Novelty detection criteria

Relatively few studies have been made about novelty detection with neural networks. They are summarized in Marsland’s [10] interesting synthesis. Approaches can be based on a specific and often hard to define training, but most try to evaluate a distance with known examples. As it is hard, sometimes impossible, to create a simple and reliable measure in the input space, especially in the case of images, one must exploit specific algorithm tricks or representation properties to detect novelty. For example, it is possible to measure the convergence time of a dynamic network [11], or the inner distance of a self-organizing map (SOM) [12] to evaluate an input novelty. Zidelman [13] uses SVMs to integrate input rejection based on distances from separating planes.

We introduce simple criteria that are simple and can be measured on any classifier response vector for which the architecture contains one neuron per class, but accuracy is mainly based on neural networks properties. Thus, LeCun [14] reports similar criteria on a convolutional network with a large number of neurons for character recognition.

It is well known that neural networks generate consistent results for entries similar to the training ones, and are inconsistent for unknown entries. The specific configuration of IRF-NN allows the detection of the randomness of the response vector to detect novelty. It takes advantage of two characteristics:

- The inner vector H is designed as a generic high-dimensional representation for any image input, without specific training on various subsets. It is also continuous, with neighbour activations for similar images.
Using the network for classification into many classes with a 1-of-n representation gives a high dimensional and high rank output space.

We propose and study several criteria $C$ that are relevant to discriminate novel inputs, using the statistical features of the $S$ response vector. Considering $S_i \in \mathbb{R}^m$ the components of the neural response sorted in descending amplitude, we have:

- $C_1 = \left| 1 - (S_1 - S_2) \right|$, an empirical classification margin;
- $C_2 = |\text{min}(S)|$, the magnitude of the last response;
- $C_3 = |1 - S_2|$, the magnitude of the first response;
- $C_4 = \sigma(S) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m} \sum (S_i - \bar{S})^2}$, the standard deviation of the response.

Note that the expected responses are $S_1 = 1, S_i = 0$ $\forall i \in [2..m]$ for the images of the training set, so each $C_i$ is near 0. For an unknown input, $(S_i) = 1/m$ $\forall i \in [1..m]$ but $S_i$ is very stochastic and $C_i$ values are greater.

We tested these criteria on novelty detection with the ALOI dataset. We used 4 sets. The neural network was trained to recognize object with a training set of 9000 images from the first 500 ALOI objects. The generalization set contains the 27000 remaining views of the same objects. These images are samples of different inputs but not novelty, as they are very well classified by IRF-NN. The related set is composed of 27000 views of the 500 remaining ALOI objects. Objects from these two sets can be alike or different, but the image composition is identical with a centred object in a dark background. Although otherwise useful generalization can be observed, we hope to discriminate these images as novelty. Finally, the unrelated set is a collection of 27000 very diverse images extracted from unrelated high-resolution pictures gathered from various websites.

For comparison, the statistical distributions of each criterion for each set are shown in figure 2: these criteria seem significant and sufficient to detect novelty. ROC curves for each criterion are shown in figure 3 to assess thresholding efficacy.
Figure 3 evaluates the ability to distinguish images from the related set against those of the generalization set, and figure 3.b the images from the unrelated set against those of the generalization set. $C_2$ and $C_4$ are very discriminative for unrelated images. For example, $C_2$ achieves 100% true positive rate with a false positive rate of 0.22%. Meanwhile, $C_1$ and $C_3$ are better suited in the case of related images: $C_1$ achieves a 95.7% true positive rate with a false positive rate of 5%.

This suggests a combination of several criteria depending on the application, in case one needs to discriminate objects that can either be different or similar to the learning set in the same application.

4 Object localization using novelty detection

We illustrate briefly here the use of the IRF-NN to localize known objects in larger pictures as shown in figure 4.a. The algorithm is efficient and can easily be used to score sub-images extracted from a large picture at regular intervals. By combining the previously described novelty detection criteria and the classification of known objects, the algorithm can simultaneously detect, localize and recognize one or more known objects in a large picture. The pose of the object can also be found in this case by using an alternative classification output which focuses on retrieving the nearest known image, rather than the nearest class.
The training is typically done with a hundred objects of ALOI. The object views are duplicated to include distortions such as shifts and background changes. This improves the robustness of the algorithm to the position and context of the object, and allows a bigger scanning interval. The mapped results with a 2-pixel interval for the C criteria are shown in figure 4.b.

5 Conclusion

IRF-NN introduces a specific weight structure to adapt MLP algorithms to image classification. This approach has shown to be very fast and efficient in tasks of image classification and handwritten digits recognition. IRF-NN also allows the use of the statistical properties of the neural output to detect novelty, and we have successfully tested several criteria on large scale applications with tens of thousands of images. Novelty detection can be exploited in numerous applications, such as multi-object recognition and localization in images.
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